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Introduction
Certain religions are less open or accepting of the theory of evolution than others [1]. Due
to an ideological conflict, people with less accepting religious backgrounds may possess
less evolutionary knowledge and perceive the theory of evolution as less relevant to human
affairs [2] [3]. Additionally, religiosity is associated with political ideology [4] [5]. A
conservative self-identity functions to minimize stress associated with uncertainty and
change, and is accordingly characterized by less open-minded thinking, eschewal of
novelty and creativity, and less willingness to engage in prolonged, effortful cognition [6] [7]
[8]. The theory of evolution neither ascribes a special meaning to human life nor prescribes
how a life can be well-lived. Consequently, for the politically conservative, it is not a
comfortable perspective through which to describe and explain human behavior. Thus,
evolution conflicts more with conservative than liberal thinking [9].
The present study investigates the degree to which differences in evolutionary knowledge
and attitudes about the relevance of evolutionary theory for human affairs can be explained
by religious and political ideological commitments. We hypothesize that religiosity and
conservative self-identity will each have negative associations with knowledge of evolution
and evolution’s perceived relevance. Furthermore, it is predicted that conservative selfidentity will partially mediate the predictive power of one's religiosity in the relationships
between both evolutionary knowledge and relevance of evolution.

RESULTS

Table 2 Latent Correlation Coefficients.

Conservative self-identity and Religiosity each displayed significant negative correlations with
Evolutionary Knowledge and Relevance of Evolution (see Table 2).

Figure 3 Frequency chart of religions represented in data set.

Religious Affiliation

The total effect of Religiosity on Relevance of Evolution was -.46, and with the inclusion of
Conservative Self-identity, the direct path from Religiosity to Relevance of Evolution decreased
from -.46 to -.32, representing a change in β of 30% (p < 0.001). Although this suggests that
Conservative Self-identity is a partial mediator in the relationship between Religiosity and
Relevance of Evolution, model fit was poor and limits interpretability (see Fig. 1).
The total effect of Religiosity on Evolutionary Knowledge was -.21, and with the inclusion of
Conservative Self-identity the direct path from Religiosity to Evolutionary Knowledge became
insignificant, β = -.07, ns, suggesting that Conservative Self-identity completely mediates the
relationship between Religiosity and Evolutionary Knowledge (see Fig. 2).

Table 1 displays the confirmatory factor analysis. All items are displayed along with their

Figure 1 SEM Mediation Model of Religiosity through Conservative Self-identity to Relevance

variance accounted for by the underlying factor and standardized item loading. The factors are
accordingly named and displayed with their alpha reliabilities, means, and standard deviations.

of Evolution. Values reflect standardized regression coefficients. All solid paths are significant
at the p < .001 level.

Method
Participants. A sample of 371 undergraduates from a large Midwestern university
participated by completing an online survey for which they received course credit. 327
were drawn from a Child Psychology course and 44 came from a Social Psychology
course. The sample consisted of 102 men and 269 women. Nearly 40 declared majors
were represented. The top three religions represented were as follows: 204 total Christians
(55.59%), 48 Agnostic (13.08%), 45 Spiritual, but not religious (12.26%). A breakdown of
the different religions in the data set, including a breakdown of Christians by specific
denomination, is contained in Figure 3.
Measures
Religiosity (Evolution Attitudes and Literacy Survey (EALS), Hawley et. al., in review)
6 Items; (Cronbach’s α = .95); 7-point Likert Scale
EX: “To what degree do you participate in religious activities?”
Conservative Self-identity (EALS, Hawley et. al., in review)
5 Items; (Cronbach’s α = .84); 7-point Likert Scale
EX: “In general, how do you self identify politically?”
Relevance of Evolution (EALS, Hawley et. al., in review)
9 Items; (Cronbach’s α = .94); 7-point Likert scale
EX: “The theory of evolution helps explain the world as it is in the present.”
Evolutionary Knowledge (EALS, Hawley et. al., in review)
7 Items; (Cronbach’s α = .72); 7-point Likert scale
EX: “Increased genetic variability makes a population more resistant to
extinction.”
Design and Analysis
Different methodologies exist for testing mediation. Structural Equation Models have been
shown to be a superior approach to Baron & Kenny (1986) and the Sobel Test[10].
Therefore, we conducted an SEM mediation model to first examine the relationships
between Religiosity and both Knowledge and Relevance and second to analyze
Conservative Self-identity’s potential as a mediator in both of these relationships. SEM
results are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
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CONCLUSIONS
As hypothesized, Religiosity was negatively correlated with both Relevance of Evolution and
Evolutionary Knowledge. Conservative Self-identity was also negatively correlated with both
Relevance of Evolution and Evolutionary Knowledge.

Figure 2 SEM Mediation Model of Religiosity through Conservative Self-identity to
Evolutionary Knowledge. Values reflect standardized regression coefficients. All solid paths are
significant at the p < .001 level.

Mediation suggests transmission of a causal effect by way of a mediator variable. In the
present study, it can be understood as the question "why, by what means, or through what
process does Religiosity exert its effect on Evolutionary Knowledge and Relevance of
Evolution?” In terms the relationship between Religiosity and Relevance, Conservative Selfidentity was a partial mediator. This suggests that part of the variance in individuals’ perceived
relevance of evolution for human affairs as predicted by Religiosity can be explained by the
latent construct Conservative Self-identity. In terms of the relationship between Religiosity and
Knowledge, Conservative Self-identity was a complete mediator. This suggests that all of the
variance in individuals’ knowledge of evolution as predicted by Religiosity can be explained by
the latent construct Conservative Self-identity.
This study’s limitations include the potential for response and sample biases. An additional
limitation is that the psychometric properties of this scale are still being developed and further
refined to create more uniform constructs. Because the model fit in figure 1 is poor, the results
may be difficult to interpret. Ongoing research is collecting data from regional samples across
the US, including samples from the Northeastern and West Coast regions to determine if these
models are generalizable.
Ideological commitments may serve as an obstacle to the understanding and acceptance of
evolutionary theory. An understanding of the associations between these ideological
commitments will inform research that seeks to improve the efficacy of evolution education by
providing educators with a better understanding of individual factors that influence learning
outcomes.
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